
  

+ Self-management and ability to execute projects with Agile methodologies such as Scrum and Kanban 

o Ability to adapt to client processes and lead process execution as needed 

o Ability to work alone or in large teams 

+ Maintain client satisfaction 

+ Strong knowledge of current software development standards and best practices  

+ Interaction with cross-functional teams for requirements gathering, review, and testing 

o Comfort interacting at all levels of the business from developer to CEO  

+ Collaborate with client to understand their business challenges, and craft appropriate solutions with limited 

direction  

+ Able to balance multiple projects internal and external as needed  

+ Build and design application and solutions targeting cloud PaaS and FaaS 

+ Ability to work with REST Services, SOA, Microservices, and other common Architectures 

+ Ability to work in and comfortable with a DevOps first environment, including IaC 

The Cloud Engineering role at Octavian Technology Group collaborates with clients to understand their business 

challenges, and crafts appropriate solutions with limited direction. Cloud Engineering responsibilities include the 

ability to execute projects with Agile methodologies such as Scrum and Kanban, the capability to build design 

application and solutions targeting cloud PaaS and FaaS, as well as the ability to work with REST Services, SOA, 

Microservices, and other common Architectures. This is a remote position and pay is negotiable based on 

experience. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

About Octavian Technology Group:  Founded in 2019, Octavian Technology Group prides itself on being able to provide 
great opportunities for consulting technologists to flourish. Our focus is to make the companies we work with 
stronger, more successful, and competitive.  
 
We are looking for humble, hungry, and team conscious individuals that excel at working together while leading by 
example. We are looking for people that are smart, get things done, and share our passion of giving back to the 
community. Our culture is casual but professional, serious but light-hearted.  We believe in promoting diversity, 
inclusion and putting our employees first. 
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Desired Skills and Proficiencies 

+ Minimum 5+ years of building and deploying production quality software 

+ 1+ years of hands-on development experience in the cloud  

+ Experience with Microsoft Azure, other cloud experience a plus 

o PaaS experience required 

o Cloud database experience required 

o FaaS experience 

+ Familiarity with SQL and No SQL databases, data streaming, and ORM tools 

o Basic understanding of data querying and shaping techniques  

+ Proficiency in multiple programming languages including Python or C# 

o .NET Core 

o Blazor 

o Maui 

o Swashbuckle 

+ Well versed in DevOps and PowerShell scripting 

o Azure CLI 

o ARM Templates 

o Bicep  

+ Experience designing and building RESTful web services  

+ Experience in Linux and Windows operating systems 

+ Machine Learning experience a plus  

+ Data Visualization skill with tools such as Power BI a plus  

 

Role Requirements 

+ Proven working experience in Agile methodologies 

+ Excellent client-facing and internal communication skills 

+ Solid organizational skills, including attention to detail and multitasking skills 

+ Strong ability to manage and juggle multiple projects with multiple clients 

+ Strong familiarity with project management software tools, methodologies, and best practices 

+ Strong knowledge of current software development standards and best practices 

+ Experience communicating with technical teams and at the CxO level 

+ Proven ability to complete projects according to outlined scope, budget, and timeline 

info@octaviantg.com 

www.octaviantg.com 

 


